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Abstract 
 
With rapidly increasing traffic demand, it is expected that ultra-dense wireless access networks are 

deployed in many buildings in a near future. Performance evaluation of in-building ultra-dens networks 
is thus of profound importance. Buildings consist of walls and floors in three-dimensional environments, 
and the walls and floors attenuate the radio propagation. However, previous studies on the 
performance evaluation of wireless networks have mainly focused on open areas with an assumption of 
two-dimensional environments.   

In this thesis, we investigate the effects of walls and floors on the performance of user data rate 
when wireless access networks are densely deployed inside a building. We assume a building of a typical 
shape, and perform Monte Carlo simulations with multiple configurations of different wall and floor 
losses as well as different sets of numbers of users and base stations per floor. Numerical results 
indicate that penetration loss due to walls and floors can increase the data rate of both average and 
five-percentile users, as this tends to better isolate a given base station and its connected users from the 
signals of others. We also observe that increasing the number of indoor base stations does not 
necessarily improve received user data rate because the number of users is limited. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Background 
 
   Users connected to Internet through wireless links, rapidly demand higher speed. Based on 

Ericsson Mobility Report in 2009, data traffic surpasses the voice traffic. Recently in 2012 data traffic 
doubled in compare to 2009. Meanwhile Mobile Data traffic is estimated to growth 1200 percent by the 
beginning of 2019. [1]Regarding to NSN forecast, Network densification is vital to meet the users’ 
demands in terms of higher throughput and lower latency in 2020 and beyond. The goal of densification 
is to bring the base stations near to users in order to decrease the cell size and increase the network 
capacity to fulfill the user’s requirements for data rates and latency. [2] 

Densification deployed by installing many cells in any place from indoor to outdoor like outdoor 
lampposts or indoor malls. densification can increase the network capacity up to 1600 times in compare 
to other techniques like increasing Spectrum, Frequency Division, Modulation and coding in which they 
totally increase the capacity around 35 times, thereupon results provided by Real Wireless Ltd illustrates 
that densification itself can improve mobile user’s performance. [3] 

Recently around 80% of mobile data traffic are generated indoor, [4]  and based on Telefonica 
indoor traffic rate is expected to increase 95% in few years. The main reason is increasing mobile 
applications usage and growth of mobile applications traffic. This indoor traffic and connectivity demand 
motivate the mobile operators to move their base stations indoor and deploy indoor densification. [5] 
Ultra Dense wireless networks are deployed by installing many small cells near to each other and since 
there is no deterministic definition for it, we assume an ultra-dense network if the number of base 
stations are more than the number of users thus Ultra dense networks decrease the distance between 
transmitter and receiver by bringing the base stations close to end users and results in increasing Area 
Spectral Efficiency and users’ received data rates [6]. 

Picocells or Femtocells which may operate in licensed or unlicensed spectrum can be used for 
indoor densification. [7] Small cells may reuse frequency to increase the efficiency also they can 
introduce channel interference. [8]  

Small cells which deployed indoor to provide the cellular network coverage is used for both voice 
and data traffic therefore deploying small cells is attractive for mobile operators since the deployment 
will decrease the operator OPEX/CAPEX costs by offloading the traffic from Macro cells via increasing 
indoor coverage and network capacity. Small cells may operate self-organized and unplanned, hence 
these wireless access point size devices are installed anywhere in ultra-dense environment, e.g., 
deploying small cells in every building’s floor like WIFI access points. As discussed above indoor 
densification can severely introduce channel interference with other installed Small cells in the same 
building and results in capacity and network performance degradation. [9] 
 

 

1.2 Related Works: 
 
   There are different and historic attempts for analyzing the relation between indoor signal 

propagations and users’ performance since 20 years ago by analyzing the indoor reception reliability in 
three dimensional wireless communications where effects of walls and floors are considered. [10] 

 
On the other hand the effects of Indoor wireless densification on user’ performance in different 

frequency bands, e.g., 2.4 GHz or 5GHz analyzed. These ongoing researches considered only high or 
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moderate wall density in 2.4GHz or 5GHz dense networks. They used area spectral efficiency or user’ 
data rates as performance metric. Unfortunately the effects of floor loss on users’ performance beside 
the effects of combination of wall and floor losses were ignored [11] [12]. 

Recently Picocells 3D propagation using ray tracing (with considering the effects of walls and floors) 
in urban area studied but the effects of indoor densification is missing. [13] 

1.3 Problem Statement: 
 

• The impacts of wall/floor/or both on performance in ultra-dense environment are 
challenging and unknown, therefore; 

• How much is the performance gain or lose in terms of users’ received data rates in ultra-
dense wireless networks environment with considering different wall/floor/or both losses 
by taking into account the constant numbers of base stations and different numbers of 
users in each floor? 

• How much is the performance gain or lose in terms of users’ received data rates in ultra-
dense wireless networks environment with considering different wall/floor/or both losses 
by taking into account variable numbers of base stations and constant numbers of users 
in each floor? 

1.4 Contribution: 
 

Improving the future indoor ultra-dense networks by analyzing the effects of indoor wireless 
network densification by studying different wall/floor/or both losses on users’ received data rate. 
Illustrating the results by considering different wall losses, floor losses or both with distinctive base 
stations and users’ density may help the researchers in this field to be aware about the effects of 
wall/floor/or both on users’ received data rate throughput in dense networks. Generally our paper will 
mindful them about the mentioned effects in their simulations. 

1.5 Outline: 
 
  We organized the rest of this report as follows: 
    Chapter 2 discusses about System Modeling by demonstrating our proposed building and 

discussing different propagation models. In this chapter we present variety of deployment models. 
Meanwhile Performance Metrics illustrates in this chapter. In Chapter 3 we discuss about available 
Methodologies and why did we choose Monte Carlo simulation model for our experiment. In chapter 4 
the Numerical results are shown and our findings about the behavior of the system with different sets of 
configuration are presented. Due to large number of simulation, we decided to put part of the helpful 
results in appendix for researchers. Chapter 5 discusses about conclusion and further related works. Also 
in this chapter we suggest further works for improving our proposed system and we open suggestions 
for further researches and studies.  
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2. System Modeling 

2.1 In building model 
 
    It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss all building types and shapes and characteristics 

around the world. It is decided to simplify the building structure in order to show the effects of floors 
and walls on densification in our proposed building. Our proposed building consists of 16 rooms in every 
floor and the building consists of 3 floors. It has totally 48 rooms as illustrated in Figure 1 . Either wall 
losses or floor losses is fixed value to 3dB, 10dB or 16dB. The used materials in our building are 4.5cm 
Rough chipboard (3dB loss), 30.2cm concrete block wall reinforced (10dB loss) and 10cm concrete (16dB 
loss). [14] 

 In this building the number of base stations varies from 4, 16, and 64 in every floor.  Base stations 
are installed in a fixed position on ceil. For 64 BS per floor case, base stations are installed on the top 
corner of each room. 

Another parameter is the number and users distribution in the building. The number of users is 
fixed to 16 and 64 per floor. In our proposed model a base station without any registered user will not 
transmit the signal thus does not produce any interference to other base stations. Base station selection 
and association are based on distance and path loss criteria, therefore upon one base station can serve 
4 near random generated users in a room while other base stations in that room is idle and as a result 
they will turn off. 

 

Figure 1, 
Our proposed building with 16 base stations per floor. BS are installed on the ground of each room  
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2.2 Propagation models 
 

   Radio waves significantly lose their power as they propagate in free space. A radio signal loses 
more energy when it bends, hits to obstacles, scratches and so on. In order to calculate the radio 
coverage for either indoor condition or outdoor conditions there are different models which rely on 
either deterministic approaches or models with empirical approaches. For our experiment we used 
nonlinear “Multi-Wall and Multi Floor” model because of the simplicity and supporting parameters 
which it satisfies our experiments. MWF model depends on the number of walls and floors with 
considering different materials.  MWF model proves that the radio signal attenuation in second or third 
walls or floors are not linear [14].The below sections discuss more about propagation models. 

2.2.1 Free Space Path Loss Model 
 
    FSPL (Free space path loss) is a physical phenomenon that describes the loss of 
energy of electromagnetic radio wave as transmitted in free space by assuming 
having a direct line of sight capability. For FSPL calculation the below parameters 
are ignored: 

• Antenna Gain  
• Transmitter Gain 
• Diffraction 
• Refraction 
• Hardware defect 

FSPL is calculated by the following formula in Decibel: 

 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (𝑑𝐵) =20𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (d) +20𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑓) 
+32.44 

(1)  

1 

Where: 
d= Distance in Kilometer between transmitter and receiver 
f= Frequency of transmitted signal from transmitter in MHz 
 
Based on equation (1) if we keep the distance constant between the transmitter and receiver, as 

soon as target frequency increases the measured loss also increases.  
Approximately 6dB loss is added to free space path loss when either the frequency or distance doubles. 
 
Table 1 illustrates the measured FSPL in dB with different frequency in MHz by considering 1KM 
distance. [15] 

 
Target Frequency 

in MHz 
Distance in KM Free Space Loss in 

dB 
950 1 98.01 

1900 1 104.03 
2150 1 105.10 
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Table 1, Path loss relation between Distance and Frequency  

 

2.2.2 Winner II Path Loss Model 
 

   Winner II path loss model is the evolved version of Winner one. Winner II covers different 
propagation models for indoor office, large indoor hall, indoor to outdoor and different outdoor 
scenarios from suburban to urban and rural areas. The model supports 2-6 GHz frequency range with 
maximum 100 MHz bandwidth for wireless systems. 
The ´Winner II’ A1 scenario describes indoor office environment when the mobile equipment speed is 
limited to 0-5KM/Hour and  could either  have Line of Sight to the base station or not. 

 
Path loss model is calculated by using the below formula: 

 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (𝑑𝐵) = A 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (d) + B + C20𝑙𝑜𝑔10 
(𝑓/5) +X+FL 

(2)  

2 

Where: 
d= Distance in Kilometer between the source transmitter and Destination Receiver 
f= Frequency of transmitted signal from the transmitter in MHz 
Path loss measured values are calculated in Decibel. 
 

Line of sight scenario: 
     The range of distance between BS and ME is between 1m to 100 Meter 
A=18.7 
B= 46.8 
C= 20 
d= Distance in Meter between the source transmitter and Destination Receiver 
f= Frequency of transmitted signal from the transmitter in GHz 
 
Non-line of sight scenario: 
    The distance range between BS and ME is between 5 meter to 200 Meter  
A=20 
B= 46.4 
C= 20 
X= 5 * number of light walls/ 12 * number of heavy walls 
d= Distance in Meter between the source transmitter and Destination Receiver 
f= Frequency of transmitted signal from the transmitter in GHz 
FL= Floor Loss 17+4(Number of Floors -1) [16]. 

2.2.3 Cost 321 Multi Wall 
 
    Cost321 multi wall model is used for indoor propagation model which is used by 
cellular operators and it is valid if the frequency range is between 150MHz to 
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2000MHz. [17] This model relies on linear free space path loss model and sum of 
the penetrated walls. Coast321 is able to calculate the floor loss if any floor is used 
and Floor loss calculation is nonlinear.  
Coast321 model is described in equation 3.  

 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (𝑑𝐵) = 𝐿0 + 𝐿𝑐 + �
i iw wL n  

𝑤

𝑖=1

+ f fL n ⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡ fn +2

fn +1
−𝑏

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

 

(3)  

3 

 Where: 

L0   = Free space path loss in dB 
Lc   = empirically constant value 
b     = empirically constant value 

WiL = loss value for the i  wall  

win = number of i  type penetrated walls  

fL  = floor loss value  

fn  = number of floors between mobile equipment and base station [18] 
 

2.2.4 Motley-Keenan 
 
    Motley-Keenan is used for indoor path loss calculation based on the number of 
walls and floor and their loss factor from 1 to 20 dB. This propagation model 
introduced in 1998 and is valid from 300MHz to 5GHz. Linear Motley-Keenan 
discussed in equation 4. 

 

 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (𝑑𝐵) = 𝐿0 + 20 log(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) +  𝑁𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 ×  𝑊𝐴𝐹 +  𝑁𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑠 ×  𝐹𝐴𝐹 (4)  
4 

L0   = Free space path loss in dB 
Distance= distance between Mobile Equipment and Base Station 
Nwall= Number of walls between Mobile Equipment and Base Station 
WAF = Wall Attenuation Factor in dB 
Nfloors= Number of floors between Mobile Equipment and Base Station 
FAF = Floor Attenuation Factor in dB [19] 

2.2.5 Multi-wall and Multi-Floor Model 
 

    A Multi-Wall and Multi-Floor Model is a nonlinear path loss model considering 
different number of walls and floors and their respective attenuation between the 
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Base station and mobile equipment. The model is verified for 5.2GHz frequency 
band but it is supposed to be valid for other frequencies [20] [14].MWF describes  
that radio signal is less attenuated in second and third walls or floors in compare 
to the first walls or floors. Therefore upon this model is nonlinear in compare with 
FSPL, Winner II, Motely-Keenan and coast321 models. 
Equation 5 describes the MWF loss model in detail. 

 

 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (𝑑𝐵) = 𝐿0 + 10 𝑛 log(𝑑) + LsW  𝑛𝑠
�

sn +5

sn +3
−𝑏�

+ LsF 𝑛𝑠
�

sk +5

sk +3
−𝑏�

 
 

(5)  

5 

 Where: 

L0= Path loss in 1 meter distance reference point  
n= Power decay index. It is suggested to be 2 in free space 
d= Distance in Meter between the source transmitter and Destination Receiver 

sn = Number of walls 

sk = Number of floors 
    b= 0.5 empirical factor 
   LsW = Loss per wall in dB    

LsF = Loss per floor in dB [14] 
 

2.3 Deployment Models 
 

    By considering our proposed building which is discussed in section  2.1 the following models will 
be deployed: 

• Proposed building with different walls and floors attenuation and by installing fixed place 4, 
16 and 64 base stations by distributing 16 users per floor. 

• Proposed building with different walls and floors attenuation and by installing fixed place 4, 
16 and 64 base stations by distributing 64 users per floor. 

 

2.4 Performance Metrics 
 
    In our simulation we present the measured results for two categories of users; 

• 5th percentile users’ received data rate in  
• Average received data rate in 
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     5th percentile value demonstrates users’ received data rates for users with poor 
connectivity and signal reception. It illustrates that received data rates for this 
specific group of users is lower than 95 percent of our total users and is higher than 
5 percent of all users. 
    Average users’ received data rate illustrates the median of received data rates by 
having random user distribution in the building. 

    Results related to users’ received data rate are demonstrated by chart and line 
with markers diagrams which Y axis illustrates users received data rate in 
bits/second, and X axis represents different system parameters like wall loss/floor 
loss/ with different number of baste stations or users. 

2.4.1 Received SINR 
 
    Signal to noise ratio is the most important factor for calculating the radio 
performance in cellular and wireless networks, and is calculated by dividing the 
received signal to the total noise of the system. Since we are researching in a dense 
network, interference also adds to noise. SINR is calculated from the below 
formula: 

 

 SINR=Signal/Noise + Sum of received Interference (6)  
6 

Received SINR is used to calculate the Shannon capacity formula. 

2.4.2 User Received Data Rate 
 

    Maximum users’ received data rate is calculated by Shannon capacity formula 
illustrated in equation 7. Maximum received data rate is divided by the number of 
users connected to the same base station: 

 C = B 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (1+SINR) (7)  
7 

C= Shannon Maximum Channel Capacity 
B= Bandwidth in Hertz 
SINR= Signal to Interference + Noise ratio 
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3 Methodology 
 

    Three different Methods are available for this thesis project: 

a. Mathematical analysis: 
There is no exact and deterministic mathematical formulation to cover all the 
conditions like obstacles, different geographical conditions, and other affecting 
factors of radio propagation covering both indoor and outdoor environments. 
Thereupon different empirical models were created to cover different scenarios, 
e.g., Cost 321 Multi wall model is created to empirically address indoor 
propagation, or Winner II model which deployed for calculating pathless for 
different either indoor or outdoor scenarios as discussed in detail in section  2.1. 
 

b. Ray Tracing simulation: 
Ray tracing is a deterministic approach for calculating the path of radio waves from 
a transmitter to the target receiver by considering different radio propagation 
aspects like diffraction or absorption properties. [13] 
In our simulation due to taking long time for implementation, this model is not 
used. 

c. Monte Carlo: 
Monte Carlo simulation method relies on repeated random sampling to acquire 
meaningful results where we don’t have exact results with a deterministic 
algorithm. 
Analysis and simulation will be done in Matlab® software on different scenarios as 
discussed in section  2.3 using Monte Carlo method. Quantitative method in random 
sampling of data is used. 

The following densification scenarios discussed during this master thesis: 

• Users’ received data rate depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 16/64 base stations, and, having a distribution 
of 16 users per floor 

• Users’ received data rate depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 16/64 base stations, and, having a distribution 
of 64 users per floor 

• Users’ received data rate depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 4 base stations, and, having a distribution of 
16/64 users per floor 
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4 Numerical Results 
 

4.1 Simulation Parameters: 
    

4.1.1 Proposed building depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 16/64 base stations, and, having a 
distribution of 16 users per floor 
 

     The following criteria illustrated in  
Table 2 are used to generate the analysis for Received User Data Rates in our 
proposed building: 

 
 

Parameter Value 
Area 40m * 40m 
Number of 
floors  

3 floors 

Total Base 
Stations 

16/64 per floor 

Number of 
Random 
UE/ME 

16 per floor 

Minimum 
Distance UE to 
BS 

0.3m 

Position of 
Base Stations 

On the center of 
roof in each room 
for 16BS/Floor or 
on the top corners 
of each room for 
64BS/Floor 

Base Station 
Antenna Height 

2.95 

UE/ME 
Antenna Height 

1m 

EIRP 20dBm 
Frequency 5200MHz 
Bandwidth 40MHz 
Total 
Background 
Noise  

-97dBm 
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Table 2, Simulation parameters for 16/64BS and 16 Users Per floor 

 
 
     In this simulation we have 16 users per floor with two sets of 16 or 64 base 

stations distributed in each floor. 
        As first step, the distance between random generated mobile equipment to 
the nearest base station is calculated for determining path loss. Since users have a 
line of sight to BS, MWF model is applied to calculate the SINR value of random 
generated mobile equipment. Meanwhile the simulation is running in ultra-dense 
mode, the next step is to calculate the interference received from other base 
stations and turning off the unused base stations which results in calculating the 
SINR of the mobile equipment. 
 
      Generating users’ randomly per floor and associating users to base stations are 

based on only path loss criteria and it leads to increasing the number of unused 
base stations in case of 64 base stations per floor and it affects to our final results. 

 
         This simulation generates 16 random users per floor which is totally 64 users’ 
per building. Based on SINR calculation and using the Shannon capacity channel 
formula, cumulative distribution function of Received Data Rate is computed. At 
the end, data rates chart for 5 percentile lower users’ and average users’ are 
illustrated. 

4.1.2 Proposed building depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 16/64 base stations, and, having a 
distribution of 64 users per floor 
 
     The following criteria illustrated in  
Table 3 are used to generate the analysis for Received User Data Rates in our 
proposed building: 
 

Parameter Value 
Area 40m * 40m 
Number of 
floors  

3 floors 

Total Base 
Stations 

16/64 per floor 

Number of 
Random 
UE/ME 

64 per floor 

Minimum 
Distance UE to 
BS 

0.3m 

Position of 
Base Stations 

On the center of 
roof in each room 
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for 16BS/Floor or 
on the top corners 
of each room for 
64BS/Floor 

Base Station 
Antenna Height 

2.95 

UE/ME 
Antenna Height 

1m 

EIRP 20dBm 
Frequency 5200MHz 
Bandwidth 40MHz 
Total 
Background 
Noise  

-97dBm 

 
Table 3, Simulation parameters for 16/64BS and 64 Users Per floor 

     In this simulation we have 64 users per floor with two sets of 16 or 64 base stations 
distributed in each floor. 

Firstly, the distance between random generated mobile equipment to the nearest 
base station is calculated for determining path loss. Since users have a line of sight to 
BS, MWF model is applied to calculate the SINR value of random generated users’. 
Meanwhile the simulation is running in ultra-dense mode, the next step is to calculate 
the interference received from other base stations and turning off the unused base 
stations which results in calculating the SINR of the mobile equipment. 
Generating users’ randomly per floor and associating users to base stations are based 
on only path loss criteria and it results in increasing the number of unused base 
stations in case of 64 base station per floor and it affects to our final results. 
 
     This simulation generates 64 users’ per floor and which is totally 256 users per 
building. Based on SINR calculation and using the Shannon capacity channel formula, 
cumulative distribution function of Received Data Rate is computed. At the end, data 
rates chart for 5 percentile lower users and average users are illustrated. 

 
 

4.1.3 Proposed building depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 4  base stations, and, having a distribution of 
16/64 users per floor 

 

   The following criteria illustrated in                         
Table 4 are used to generate the analysis for Received Users data rates in our 
proposed building: 
 

Parameter Value 
Area 40m * 40m 
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Number of floors  3 floors 
Total Base 
Stations 

4 per floor 

Number of 
Random UE/ME 

16/64 per floor 

Minimum 
Distance UE to BS 

0.3m 

Position of Base 
Stations 

4 BS on the ceil 
per floor 

Base Station 
Antenna Height 

2.95 

UE/ME Antenna 
Height 

1m 

EIRP 20dBm 
Frequency 5200MHz 
Bandwidth 40MHz 
Total Background 
Noise  

-97dBm 

                         
Table 4, Simulation parameters for 4BS and 16/64 Users Per floor 

 

     In this simulation we have 4 base stations per floor with two sets of 16 or 64 users 
randomly distributed in each floor. 

As first step, the distance between random generated mobile equipment to the 
nearest base station is calculated for determining path loss. We have to consider, due 
to lack of enough base stations many users do not have a line of sight to BS.  
MWF model is applied to calculate the SINR value of random generated users’. 
Meanwhile the simulation is running in ultra-dense mode, the next step is to calculate 
the interference received from other base stations and turning off the unused base 
stations which results in calculating the received SINR of the users’. 
In this scenario base stations are fully utilized and typically we don’t have any unused 
base station. Thus 1/4 and 1/16 ratio of base stations to users are seriously decreasing 
the throughput of received data rates in user part. 
 
     The simulation generates 16 or 64 users’ per floor and totally 64 or 256 users per 
building. Based on SINR calculation and using the Shannon capacity channel formula, 
cumulative distribution function of received data rate is computed. At the end data 
rates chart for 5 percentile lower users and average users are illustrated. 
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4.2 Experiment Results 

4.2.1 Proposed building depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 16/64 base stations, and, having a 
distribution of 64 users per floor 
 

     In this simulation 64 users are randomly generated per floor, which are totally 256 
random distributed users inside the building. In every floor we have 16 rooms, and one 
BS on the middle of ceil per room. In case of 64 BS per floor we installed four BS on the 
corner of roof in each room. Floor losses and wall losses can be 3dB or 16dB and we 
set 100mW EIRP for BS power output. 
 
   Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate as soon as wall loss or floor loss or both increase, we 
observe significant improvements on average user’s received data rates and 5 
percentile user’s data rates. 
     Regarding the 5 percentile data rate illustrated inFigure 2, we found that  
increasing four times base stations density from 16 BS per floor to 64 BS does not 
significantly improve the user’s received data rates. In scenarios like when we set wall 
loss and floor loss=3dB/ or Wall loss=3dB and Floor Loss=16dB we have lower data 
rates for 64BS per floor in compare to 16BS per floor. The reason is although raising 
the number of BS per floor increases the average spectral efficiency, but in our 
simulation by reason of using path loss in clients for base station association and 
turning off the unused base stations, in case of 64BS per floor, only 42 BS were 
utilized. The capacity of 42 base stations is shared between 64 connected users per 
floor. In other hand increasing the number of BS on each floor extremely decrease the 
SINR. In another point of view increasing isolation by increasing both floor loss and 
wall loss enhances SINR. 
Figure 25 and  
Table 5 show the relation between the number of BS and 5 percentile SINR in dB. 

  
Table 19 for SINR calculation in appendix has the same parameters as above except 
lower transmit power (25mW EIRP). They confirm our results since we observed the 
same results but tiny lower values due to less EIRP output and lower SINR. 
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Figure 2, 5 Percentile Data rates with 16/64 BS and 64 Users, considering variable Wall,Floor Losses, 
100mW EIRP 

 

 

 

 

Wall/Floor losses 16BS SINR for 5 percentile 64BS SINR for 5 percentile 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=3dB -4.1422 dB -8.5166 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=3dB -0.3441 dB -5.1563 dB 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=16dB -0.0643 dB -5.8118 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=16dB 10.9827 dB -2.2447 dB 

 
Table 5, SINR values for 5 percentile users in case of 16BS and 64 BS per floor, considering different Floor and Wall Losses,  

100mW EIRP 

By considering average user’s received data rates which is illustrated in Figure 3, we found that  
increasing four times base stations density from 16 BS per floor to 64 BS, will significantly improve the 
user’s received data rates. In scenarios like when we set Wall Loss and Floor Loss=3dB/ or Wall loss=3dB, 
and Floor Loss=16dB we have higher data rates for 64BS per floor in compare to 16BS per floor. The 
reason is although extending the number of BS per floor will increase the average Spectral efficiency, 
but in our simulation the target base station is selected by calculating path loss. When all clients are 
connected to their serving BS, unused based stations are turned off. In case of 64BS per floor the 
average of 42 BS is utilized due to random distribution of users in the building and as a result the 
capacity of 42 BS is shared between 64 connected users per floor. In other hand increasing the number 
of BS on each floor extremely decreases the SINR. In another point of view increasing isolation by 
increasing both floor loss and wall loss enhances SINR.  
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Table 6 shows the relation between the number of BS and average SINR in dB. 
Figure 26 and  

Table 20 for SINR calculation in appendix has the same parameters as above except lower transmit 
power (25mW EIRP). They confirm our results since we observed the same results but tiny lower results 
due to less EIRP output 
 

 

Figure 3, Average Data rates 16/64 BS with 64 Users, considering variable Wall,Floor Losses, 100mW EIRP 

 

 

Wall/Floor losses 16BS SINR for Average Users 64BS SINR for Average Users 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=3dB -1.1895 dB -5.0832 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=3dB 1.8061  dB -1.1146 dB 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=16dB 4.276    dB -1.9878 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=16dB 13.383  dB 3.2816  dB 

 
Table 6, SINR values for average users in case of 16 Users, 16BS and 64 BS per floor, considering different Floor and Wall 

Losses, 100mW EIRP 
 

     By taking into account the relation between Wall loss and floor loss as demonstrated in 
Figure 4, we found that increasing floor loss improves more users’ received data rates in 
compare to wall loss due to more isolation from upper or lower floors . 
As it is illustrated in 
Table 7, for example if we keep the floor loss to 3dB, and if we increase the wall loss from 
3dB to 16 dB we gain 49% throughput in user’s received data rates. In another case if we 
keep the wall loss to 3dB besides increasing the floor loss from 3dB to 16dB we gain 62% 
improvements which show the importance of floor loss in compare to wall loss. 
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Figure 4, average received data rates with different Floor loss for 64BS, 64 Users 

 

 

64 Users 64BS FLoss=3dB FLoss=16dB Enhanced 
Data rates 

WLoss=3dB 1.09E+07 1.96E+07 80% 
WLoss=16dB 2.30E+07 3.80E+07 65% 
Enhanced 
Data rates 111% 94%  

 
Table 7, effects of walls and floor in average received data rates for 64 Users and 64BS per floor 

 
    Regarding to the relation between the number of BS and wall loss or floor loss that is 
illustrated in Figure 5 we observed slightly better users’ received data rate in 16 BS per floor 
in compare to 64 BS per floor only in case of Floor/Wall loss=16 dB. 
16BS per floor and WLoss/FLoss=16dB has tiny better performance due to less received 
noise from other floors and rooms. 
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Figure 5, Relation between BS densification and effects of walls and floors 

 

4.2.2 Proposed building depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 16/64 base stations, and, having a 
distribution of 16 users per floor 

 

 In this simulation 16 users are randomly distributed per floor, which are totally 64 
users inside the building. In every floor we have 16 rooms and one BS on the middle of 
ceil in each room. In case of 64 BS per floor we installed four BS on the corner of roof 
in each room. Floor losses and wall losses can be 3dB or 16dB and we set 100mW EIRP 
for BS power output. 
 
Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate as soon as wall loss or floor loss or both increase, we 
observe significant improvements on average user’s received data rates and 5 
percentile user’s data rates. 
Regarding the 5 percentile data rate illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 6, we found that  
increasing four times base stations density from 16 BS per floor to 64 BS significantly 
improves the user’s received data rates. In scenarios like when we set wall loss and 
Floor Loss=3dB/ or Wall loss=3dB and Floor Loss=16dB we have lower data rates for 
64BS per floor in compare to 16BS per floor. The reason is although raising the number 
of BS per floor will increase the average spectral efficiency, but in our simulation by 
reason of using path loss in clients for base station association and turning off the 
unused base stations, in case of 64BS per floor only 14.5 BS were utilized. The capacity 
of 14.5 BS is shared between 16 connected users per floor. In other hand increasing 
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the number of BS on each floor extremely increases the rate of turn off BS due to non-
utilized base stations are turned off. In another point of view increasing isolation by 
increasing both floor loss and wall loss enhances SINR.  
Table 8 shows the relation between the number of BS and 5 percentile SINR in dB.  
 
Table 21 for SINR calculation in appendix has the same parameters as above except 
lower transmit power (25mW EIRP). They confirm our results since we observed the 
same results but tiny lower results due to less EIRP output. 

 

 

Figure 6, 5percentile received data rates for 16/64 BS with 16 users variable Wall,Floor Loss 
 

Wall/Floor losses 16BS SINR for 5 percentile 64BS SINR for 5 percentile 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=3dB -2.6454   dB -4.3239 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=3dB 0.041369 dB -1.5943 dB 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=16dB 1.3518     dB -1.9638 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=16dB 11.873    dB 0.59023 dB 

 
Table 8, SINR values for 5 percentile users in case of 16BS and 64 BS per floor, considering different Floor and Wall Losses,  

100mW EIRP 
 

     By considering average user’s received data rates illustrated in Figure 7, we found 
that increasing four times base stations density from 16 BS per floor to 64 BS, will 
lightly improve the user’s received data rates. In scenarios like when we set wall loss 
and floor loss=3dB or/ wall loss=16dB and floor Loss=3dB we observed higher data 
rates for 64BS per floor in compare to 16BS per floor. The reason is although extending 
the number of BS per floor will increase the average spectral efficiency, but in our 
simulation the target base station is selected by calculating path loss. When all clients 
are connected to their serving BS, unused based stations are turned off. In case of 
64BS per floor, average of 14.5 BS is utilized due to random distribution of users in the 
building. The capacity of 14.5 BS is shared between 16 connected users per floor. In 
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other hand increasing the number of BS on each floor decreases the SINR. In another 
point of view increasing isolation by increasing both floor loss and wall loss enhances 
SINR.  
Table 9  show the relation between the number of BS and average SINR in dB scale. 
Figure 28 and Table 21 for SINR calculation in appendix has the same parameters as 
above except lower transmit power (25mW EIRP). They confirm our results since we 
observed the same results but tiny different values due to lower EIRP output. 

 

 

 

Figure 7, average received data rates for 16/64 BS and 16 users with variable Wall,Floor 
Loss 

 

Wall/Floor losses 16BS SINR for Average Users 64BS SINR for Average Users 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=3dB 1.1348 dB -0.020994 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=3dB 5.3276 dB  4.8311      dB 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=16dB 6.6737 dB 3.5656       dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=16dB 16.356 dB 10.899       dB 

 
Table 9, SINR values for average users in case of 16 Users, 16BS and 64 BS per floor, considering different Floor and Wall 

Losses, 100mW EIRP 
 

    By taking into account the relation between Wall loss and floor loss as demonstrated 
in Figure 8, we found that increasing floor loss improves more users’ received data 
rates in compare to wall loss due to more isolation from upper or lower floors. 
As it is illustrated in  
Table 10, for example if we keep the floor loss to 3dB, and if we increase the wall loss 
from 3dB to 16 dB we gain 68% in user’s received data rates, in another case if we 
keep the wall loss to 3dB beside increasing the floor loss from 3dB to 16dB we gain 
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99% improvements which shows the importance of floor loss in compare to wall loss. 
 
 

 

Figure 8, considering average received data rates for 64 BS, 16 Users with  variable Wall/Floor loss  

 

 

 

 

16 Users 64BS FLoss=3dB FLoss=16dB Enhanced FLoss  
WLoss=3dB  3.86E+07 6.48E+07 68% 
WLoss=16dB 7.69E+07 1.37E+08 78% 
Enhanced WLoss  99% 112%  

 
Table 10, effects of wall/floor loss on users’ received data rates (64BS, 16 Users/floors) 

 

Regarding to the relation between the number of BS and wall loss or floor loss that 
is illustrated in Figure 9 we observed slightly better users’ received data rate in 64 BS per 
floor in compare to 16 BS per floor. Only in case of Floor loss=16 dB and 16BS per floor, we 
gained tiny better performance due to better noise isolation against other floors. 
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Figure 9, average users’ received data rates with different wall/floor loss. 16/64 BS and 16 Users 
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4.2.3 Proposed building depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 4 base stations, and, having a distribution of 
16/64 users per floor 

 
    16 and 64 users are randomly generated per floor, which are totally 64 or 256 in 
the building. In every floor we have 16 rooms and four BS installed on middle of ceil 
per floor. Floor losses and Wall losses are 3dB or 16dB. 

  
Figure 10 describes 5 percentile received data rates. It shows that due to lack of 
coverage if wall loss or floor loss increase, 5 percentile users will receive 0 
bytes/sec.  
Figure 11 illustrates average received data rates and it demonstrates as soon as 
wall loss, floor loss or both increases, we observe slightly improvements in average 
received data rates.  Declining user density can also improve user’s received data 
rates for both 5 percentile users and average users. 

 

Figure 10, effects of walls and floors on 5 percentile received data rates for 16/64 users with 4BS/floor 
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Figure 11, effects of walls and floors on average received data rates for 16/64 users and 4BS/floor 

 
     By taking into account the relation between wall loss and floor loss as demonstrated in  
Figure 11, we found that increasing floor loss improves more users’ received data rates in 
compare to wall loss due to more isolation from upper or lower floors. 
As it is illustrated in  
Table 11, for example if we keep the floor loss to 3dB, and if we increase the wall loss from 
3dB to 16 dB we gain 26% in user’s received data rates, in another case if we keep the wall 
loss to 3dB besides increasing the floor loss from 3dB to 16dB we gain 19% improvements 
which shows the importance of floor isolation in compare to wall isolation. 

 

16 Usesr 4BS FLoss=3dB FLoss=16dB 
Enhanced 

FLoss 
WLoss=3dB  1,94E+05 2,45E+05 26 % 

WLoss=16dB 2,32E+05 2,71E+05 17 % 

Enhanced WLoss 19 % 11 %  
 

Table 11, effects of different wall/floor loss on average received data rates 16 Users, 4BS 
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     Regarding to the relation between wall loss and floor loss which is illustrated in Figure 5 
Figure 12 we also observed slightly better users’ received data rate as wall loss or floor loss 
or both increases. 

 

 

Figure 12, effects of wall loss/floor loss for users’ average received data rates 4BS/16Users 

 

 

4.2.4 One floor with different wall loss (16/64 BS): 
 

In this simulation 64 users are randomly generated in one floor. We have 16 rooms in our building, 
and one BS on the middle of ceil per room. In case of 64 BS per floor we installed four BS on the corner 
of roof in each room. Wall loss can be 3dB or 16dB and we set 100mW EIRP for BS power output. 

 
Figure 13 and Figure 14 illustrate as soon as wall loss increases, we observe significant improvements on 
average user’s received data rates and 5 percentile user’s data rates. 

Regarding the 5 percentile data rate which is illustrated in Figure 13 we found that  
increasing four times base stations density from 16 BS per floor to 64 BS, does not significantly improve 
the user’s received data rates. In scenarios like when we set wall loss=3dB, or 16dB we have lower data 
rates for 64BS per floor in compare to 16BS per floor. The reason is although raising the number of BS 
per floor will increase the average spectral efficiency, but in our simulation by reason of using path loss 
in clients for base station association and turning off the unused base stations, in case of 64BS per floor 
only 42 BS were utilized. The capacity of 42 BS is shared between 64 connected users per floor. In other 
hand increasing the number of BS on each floor extremely decreases the SINR. In another point of view 
increasing isolation by increasing wall loss enhances SINR.  
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Figure 13, Received data rates for 5 percentile users (16/64 BS and variable wall loss) 
 

     By considering average user’s received data rates which is illustrated in Figure 14, we found that  
increasing four times base stations density from 16 BS per floor to 64 BS, will significantly improve the 
user’s received data rates. In scenarios like when we set wall loss=3dB, or 16dB, we have higher data 
rates for 16BS per floor in compare to 64BS per floor. The reason is although extending the number of 
BS per floor increases the average spectral efficiency, but in our simulation the target base station is 
selected by calculating path loss. When all clients are connected to their serving BS, unused based 
stations are turned off. In case of 64BS in building, average of 42 BS is utilized due to random 
distribution of users in the building and the capacity is shared between 64 connected users per floor. In 
other hand increasing the number of BS on each floor extremely decreases the SINR. In another point of 
view increasing isolation by increasing wall loss enhances SINR.  
Table 12  shows the relation between the number of BS and average SINR in dB. 
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Figure 14, Received data rates for average users (64 users 16/64 BS and variable wall loss) 

 

Wall losses 16BS SINR for Average Users 64BS SINR for Average Users 
WLoss = 3dB 4.9353 dB -1.7712 dB 
WLoss= 16dB 12.655 dB 2.3095 dB 
WLoss = 16dB 18.697 dB  3.7803 dB 

 
Table 12, SINR values for average users in case of 64 Users, 16BS and 64 BS per building, considering different Wall Losses, 

100mW EIRP 
 

     After analyzing the relation between wall  loss and number of base stations that 
demonstrated in Figure 15, we found that increasing wall loss improves users’ received 
data rates. Meanwhile increasing BS densification can only improve users’ received 
data rates in case of wall loss equal to 3dB or small wall attenuation. 
As it is illustrated in  
Table 13, as an example if we keep the wall loss to 3dB, and if we increase the BS 
densification from 16BS/floor to 64BS/floor we gain 33% in user’s received data rates, 
in another case if we keep the BS density to 16BS/floor, and if we increase the wall loss 
from 3dB to 16dB we gain 295% improvements.  
In case of stronger wall attenuation we observed better received data rates for both 
16 and 64BS/Floor. 
The calculation for 16 users per floor could be found in Appendix. 
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Figure 15, relation between wall loss and BS densification on users’ average received data rates  

 

 

64 Users 16/64BS WLoss=3dB WLoss=16dB 
Enhanced 
WLoss 

16 BS 2,08E+07 6,15E+07 295 % 
64 BS 2,77E+07 4,81E+07 74 % 
BS improvements 33 % -27 %  

 
Table 13, average users’ received data rates with different wall loss and 16/64 of BS 

 

4.2.5 Open floors with different floor loss (16/64 BS) 
 

In this simulation 64 users are randomly generated in each floor totally 256 users in the building. 
We have an open area in each floor thus there is no wall inside the building, and we have one BS on the 
middle of ceil per room. In case of 64 BS per floor we installed 64 BS on the specific places on the roof. 
Floor loss can be 3dB or 16dB and we set 100mW EIRP for BS power output. 

 
Figure 16 and Figure 17 illustrate as soon as floor loss increases, we observe significant improvements 
on average user’s received data rates and 5 percentile user’s data rates. 
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per floor will increase the average spectral efficiency, but in our simulation by reason of using path loss 
in clients for base station association and turning off the unused base stations, in case of 64BS per floor, 
only around 40 BS were utilized. The capacity of 40BS is shared between 64 connected users per floor. In 
other hand increasing the number of BS on each floor extremely decrease the SINR as it described in  
Table 14. In another point of view increasing isolation by increasing floor loss enhances SINR.  
 

 

Figure 16, data rates for 5percentile users, 16/64BS/floor and 64 Users/floor with variable Floor 
Loss 

 

Floor  losses 16BS SINR for 5 Percentile Users 64BS SINR for 5 Percentile Users 
FLoss = 3dB -7.9224  dB -12.1092 dB 
FLoss = 10dB -5.3698   dB -9.9225   dB 
FLoss = 16dB -4.8236    dB -9.4884   dB 

 
Table 14, , SINR values for 5 percentile users in case of 64 Users, 16BS and 64 BS  per floor, considering different Floor Losses, 

100mW EIRP 
 

By considering average user’s received data rates which is illustrated in Figure 17, we found that  
increasing four times base stations density from 16 BS per floor to 64 BS slightly improves the user’s 
received data rates in case of Floor loss is equal to 3dB or when we have low floor attenuation. The 
reason is although extending the number of BS per floor will increase the Average Spectral efficiency, 
but in our simulation the target base station is selected by calculating path loss. When all clients are 
connected to their serving BS, unused based stations are turned off. In case of 64BS per floor, average of 
approximately 42 BS is utilized. Due to random distribution of users in the building the capacity of 42BS 
per floor is shared between 64 connected users per floor. In other hand increasing the number of BS on 
each floor extremely decrease the SINR. In another point of view increasing isolation by increasing both 
floor loss and wall loss enhances SINR. 

  
Table 15 shows the relation between the number of BS and average SINR in dB. 
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Figure 17, data rates for average users, 16,64BS/floor and 64 Users/floor with variable Floor Loss 
 
 

Floor  losses 16BS SINR for Average Users 64BS SINR for Average Users 
FLoss = 3dB -4.2389  dB -8.6258 dB 
FLoss = 10dB -1.1809   dB -6.383   dB 
FLoss = 16dB -0.349     dB -5.868  dB 

 
Table 15, SINR values for average users in case of 64 Users, 16BS and 64 BS per floor, considering different Floor Losses, 

100mW EIRP 
 

The relation between floor loss and the number of base stations is demonstrated in Figure 18. We 
observed increasing floor loss improves users’ received data rates. Meanwhile increasing BS 
densification can also enhance users’ received data rates but only when we have low floor attenuation 
like in case of floor loss is equal to 3dB. As it is illustrated in  
Table 16, as an example if we keep the floor loss to 16dB, and if we decrease BS densification from 
64BS/floor to 16BS/floor we gain 5% in average users’ received data rates. In another case if we keep 
the BS density to 16BS/floor, and if we increase the floor loss from 3dB to 16dB we gain 103% 
improvements in throughput.  Beside 16BS/floor configuration in case of 64BS/Floor if floor loss 
increase, we observe better received data rates for users. 
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Figure 18, relation between BS densification and Floor Loss, 64 Users 

 

64 Users 16/64BS FLoss=3dB FLoss=16dB 
Enhanced 
FLoss 

16 BS 4,98E+06 1,01E+07 103% 
64 BS 5,39E+06 9,61E+06 78% 
BS improvements -8% 5%  

 
Table 16, average users’ received data rates with different Floor loss 16/64BS and 64 Users 
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Conclusion and further works 
 

In this thesis we analyzed the effects of wall loss/ floor loss or both, base station densification and 
different user density inside a normal shaped building. Increasing floor loss and wall loss improve either 
average users’ received data rates or 5 percentile users’ received data rate. We found that increasing of 
floor loss has more positive impact in compare to increasing of wall loss in ultra-dense environments. As 
soon as we increase floor loss from 3dB to 16dB we observe better performance on both 5 percentile 
users’ and average users’ received data rate groups. The reason is better isolation against generated 
interferences from other floors. In case of 4BS per floor, we noticed that increasing either floor loss or 
wall loss results in tiny improvement of users’ received data rates. But due to lack of coverage it is not 
significant.  

Increasing the number of BS to 64 per floor in compare to 16BS/floor did not enhance the average 
users’ throughput and 5 percentile users’ received data rate, except when we have low wall and floor 
attenuation. The first reason is that we noticed many unutilized base stations because of path loss 
criteria for base stations selection, another reason is the significant weak SINR in compare to 16BS/floor. 

In our configuration users are close to BS so if we increase the wall loss and floor loss to 16dB and 
isolating one room from other rooms, 1 BS per room or 16BS/floor significantly increases users’ received 
data rates, because of the less received interference and noticeable stronger SINR. 

Also we observed in open environment like exhibitions with 4 floors without any inside walls or 
very low wall attenuation, the average of users’ received data rates is higher in case of 64BS/64 users 
because users are quite close to BS. But in case of 5 percentile users, or when have a better wall and 
floor isolation users have a better throughput with 16BS/floor due to stronger SINR. Also increasing the 
number of base stations to 64BS/floor and decreasing user density from 64 users/floor to 16 users/floor 
will clearly improve the average of users’ received data rates and 5 percentile users’ data rates because 
the base station capacity is more than the number of users. 

In this simulation we used 100mW for EIRP; we yield approximately the same results by decreasing 
the EIRP to 25mW. And we believe EIRP doesn’t change the results until it decreased to a certain level. 

 
As a further and future work, since we used constant transmitter power in our simulation, in future 

this thesis could be continued by considering adaptive transmitter power, or cognitive radio to enhance 
64BS per floor data rates. Also the effects of MIMO antenna and multicellular processing could be 
investigated which can change our results. 

Meanwhile we found that using Path-loss is not an efficient way for base station selection and 
association in dense and ultra-dense environments; it was the main reason that installing 64BS/floor has 
a lower throughput in compare to 16BS/floor. 

At the end we recommend considering the load of base stations in ultra-dense environments 
before associating users to base stations. Users’ association based on base station utilization probably 
increases the throughput of 64BS/Floor and it will improve our results. 

Effects of ultra-densification on environment 
 

    Ultra-densification is done by installing many small cells inside a building or a bounded area like malls 
or stadiums. Ultra densification brings the capacity and connectivity near to the target users. Since we 
have macro outdoor base station agnostic solution, ultra-densification can be on demand. For example if 
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we consider a mall, we can turn on the small cells based on the load and we can turn them on or off 
based on demand. For example during the midnight that the mall is closed we can turn them off and 
save energy. 
     Outdoor macro-cells typically consume more power and the maintenance and operational related 
costs are also higher in compare to small cells for both fully utilized and less utilized cases. 
It is believed that most of the radiated power from the outdoor macro base stations is absorbed by walls 
and other obstacles; hence the power efficiency for indoor coverage is low in compare to small cells. 
[21] 
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Appendix 
 

4.2.6 One floor with having wall losses (16 users and 16/64 BS) 
   

 

Figure 19, received data rates for 5 percentile users with considering different wall loss and 16/64 
BS 

 

 

Figure 20, received data rates for average users with considering different wall loss and 16/64 BS 
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Figure 21, Relation between Base station densification and wall loss 
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16/64BS WLoss=3dB WLoss=16dB 

Enhanced 
WLoss 

16 BS 7,14E+07 1,91E+08 167 % 
64 BS 8,91E+07 1,89E+08 112 % 
BS 
Densification  25 % -1 %  

 
Table 17, data rates for 16/64BS and Wall Loss 
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4.2.7 Open floors with different floor loss (16 users and 16/64 BS) 
 

 

Figure 22, User Data rates for 5 percentile with considering Open Floors with 16 Users and 16/64 BS 

 

 

Figure 23, User Data rates for 5 percentile with considering Open Floors with 16 Users and 16/64 BS 
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Figure 24, Relation between floor loss and 16/64 BS per floor, 16 Users. 
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Table 18, average users’ received data rates with different Floor loss and 16/64BS and 64 Users 
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4.2.8 Proposed building depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 16/64 base stations, and, having a 
distribution of 64 users per floor with 25mW EIRP 
 
 

 

Figure 25, 5 Percentile Data rates with 16/64 BS and 64 Users, considering variable Wall,Floor Losses, 100mW 
EIRP 

 

 

Floor Loss=16dB 16BS SINR for 5 percentile 64BS SINR for 5 percentile 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=3dB -4.1430 dB -8.5174 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=3dB -0.3458 dB -5.1581 dB 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=16dB -0.0671 dB -5.8134 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=16dB 10.9653 dB -2.2481 dB 

 
Table 19, SINR values for 5 percentile users in case of  64 users, 16BS and 64 BS per floor, considering different  Floor and 

Wall Losses, 25mW EIRP 
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Figure 26, Average Data rates 16/64 BS with 64 Users, considering variable Wall,Floor Losses, 25mW EIRP 
 

Floor Loss=16dB 16BS SINR for Average Users 64BS SINR for Average Users 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=3dB -1.1904 dB -5.0841 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=3dB 1.804 dB -1.1169 dB 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=16dB 4.2809 dB * -1.9896 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=16dB 13.357 dB 3.2745 dB 

 
Table 20, SINR values for average users in case of 64 users. 16BS and 64 BS per floor, considering different Floor and Wall 

Losses, 25mW EIRP 
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4.2.9 Proposed building depicting different walls/floors attenuation 
incorporating spatially fixed 16/64 base stations, and, having a 
distribution of 16 users per floor with 25mW EIRP 

 

 

Figure 27, 5 Percentile Data rates with 16/64 BS and 16 Users, considering variable Wall,Floor Losses, 25mW EIRP 

 

Floor Loss=16dB 16BS SINR for 5 percentile 64BS SINR for 5 percentile 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=3dB -2.6462 dB -4.3292 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=3dB 0.0405  dB -1.6007 dB 
WLoss = 3dB,     FLoss=16dB 1.3497  dB -1.9651 dB 
WLoss = 16dB,   FLoss=16dB   11.8573 dB 0.5885  dB 

 
Table 21, SINR values for 5 percentile users in case of 16 Users, 16BS and 64 BS per floor, considering different  Floor and 

Wall Losses, 25mW EIRP 
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Figure 28, Average Data rates 16/64 BS with 16 Users, considering variable Wall,Floor Losses, 25mW EIRP 
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